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SWOT ANALYSIS

PROJECT AIM
To implement a reliable process to ensure accessibility, accountability, quality and
compliance in managing clinical documents

STRENGTHS

• Moving towards proactive vs. reactive document
review process
• Vetting and evaluation of policy effectiveness
• Standing up the Policy Committee
• Better access and management of clinical
documents
• Consolidation in PACDL
• Coordinated action planning across regulatory bodies
• Need for consistent education and communication
around document management
• Commit resources to improve user provisioning
process
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Document
Preparation

• Impact of increasingly demanding regulatory
environment
• Uncertainty of unannounced visits - need to
access multiple documents quickly
• Competing priorities can lead to inconsistent
engagement for ongoing readiness
• Organizational and leadership changes
• Sustainability & possible loss of momentum after
surveys completed
• Misplaced/irretrievable documents
• Process/no process for reassigning documents
• Ownership for processes with wide scope
• Archiving/retiring manual process
• Inconsistency of data input

System
Launch

System
Design

• Established the Forms Migration Work Group (FMWG) with representatives from Medical
Informatics, Nursing, Regulatory, to identify documents for migration into new system
• FMWG met frequently to review documents residing in various repositories and determine
whether to retire, archive or migrate the most current versions
• FMWG identified 1700 documents from the total 5700 document using 5S method

THREATS

OPPORTUNITIES

PROJECT MILESTONES

MILESTONE DESCRIPTIONS

• Unstructured process for managing documents
(policies, clinical forms, practice guidelines)
• Inconsistent guidance on policy process (e.g.
creating, vetting, approving and evaluating
effectiveness
• Historically inaccurate data from IT user
authentication system (e.g. active employee
directory)
• Inability to effectively track compliance of policies,
leaders as owners and staff
• Multiple document repositories, difficult to
maintain version control
• Workflow and process of forms management not
communicated or well known to organization

• Leadership support
• Persistent, consistent IS technical support
• Dedicated ownership by Regulatory Department
• Enhanced processes for clinical document
.
management
• Collaborative efforts from IS, Regulatory,
Stakeholders, other MSH hospitals

Goals to achieve:
1. Ensure documents are readily accessible to all associates who need them, when they need them.
2. Ensure regulatory compliance by establishing processes to support the effective management of documents by
assigning accountability for their management to identified document owners.
3. Establish structured workflows for the creation and maintenance of documents, including the use of standard
document templates, set up of alerts for timely and periodic reviews, and facilitation of an appropriate process for
necessary approvals.
4. Establish a single repository for policies and clinical documents by retiring or rendering other repositories
inaccessible for document storage
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WEAKNESSES
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• Established a core implementation team (CIT) with members from Information Systems,
Medical Informatics and Regulatory
• Engaged key department stakeholders (including Nursing, Pharmacy, Radiology, Human
Resources, Physicians) to in the system design and document workflow.
• Created user and department groups for 5500 users, 250 individual departments and 600 job
System Design
positions
• Developed a process for automated user provisioning to synchronize with active employee
directory
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• Chartered a Policy Steering Committee includes Regulatory, Nursing, Risk Management, Legal
and Compliance
• Developed Policy and Forms Work Flow process
Process Design • Identified over 250 individuals for document roles
• Provided communication and education throughout development
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• Reviewed and validated documents for migration, including updating them to a current
status, if necessary.
• Updated document properties (metadata) and assigned accountability for every document
• Migrated and published all identified documents by bulk upload method after assigning
categories to every document
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LESSONS LEARNED
•
•

• Communicated regular updates on project status at various leadership meetings, newsletters
and email messaging
• Ensured access for all document owners, users, developed communication, offered basic and
work flow specific training
• Retired 2 of 3 existing major repositories
System Launch
• Developed process for document backup in event of IT downtime
• Successfully launched application 4/2/2018
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Subject Matter Review Follow Up
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Evaluation

•Implement Policy Talk, an educational training series for general users and document
owners
•Provide ongoing training through webinar and short presentations beginning October 2018
•Provide ongoing support for departments to migrate their documents into the repository.
•Enhance workflow to improve document quality and effective management
•Build custom reports to track and ensure regulatory compliance
•Job codes have been confirmed and are being integrated into our new hire provisioning and
de-provisioning process
•Periodic user access monitoring to validate automated user provisioning
•Initiate email alerts for task notification
•Created a temporary solution for false positive task alerts to document owners during
transitioning documents into vendor recommended formats (i.e.” Word” rather than PDF).
•On going testing of changes are in progress for creating or revising policy in the system. The
document and formats have been refined and tested on 84 different documents that were
published since post launch for categories, use of references, links attachment and for
creating reviewer, approver and assignee group

Successful story of collaborated team effort from having a
supportive leadership team
Recognized the importance of having a dedicated team for
policy oversight process
Interface Issue: The interface between our HR people
management system, access request system and our master
employee active directory application does not include
contracted employees, we had to fill these gaps manually for
the authentication in the new system.
Need for consistent education and communication around
document management
Identified documents residing in multiple repositories that
requires on going follow up
Identified the need to create a process for archiving and
retiring documents
Importance of having custom built reports to ensure
compliance with regulatory requirements
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